Introduction
Welcome to the July issue of Keeping in Touch.
The area of employment law has changed significantly over the last 12
months.
Previously employment law was one of those areas where a solicitor
could simply deal with employment law issues. Those days have now
gone. Employment law now covers much more than just employment
law. GDPR, Data Protection and Health and Safety law are now all an
integral part of employment law.
This is not just in the area of employment litigation. It is as important,
if not more important, in the area of compliance and avoiding litigation.
As businesses are returning, we are now seeing the issue that there is
a serious disconnect between GDPR rights and Health and Safety
legislation.
This is not only relating to the issue of vaccination in workplaces. It is
also relating to health and safety particularly for remote workers or
those who will be operating blended working. There are also GDPR
issues. They are not only GDPR issues as between employers and
employees but as between businesses and the issue of potential
disclosures of sensitive data or any data. Employers and employees are
currently having to work through the issue of health and safety issues
now being impacted by GDPR issues. This includes such matters as
monitoring of employees as regards even taking their rest and break
periods. There is also then the issue of the safe working of an individual
at home which involves both health and safety legislation and the
interaction with GDPR. There are also then the significant issues of
protecting matters so that there is no GDPR breach which in itself
creates GDPR surveillance issues.
When it came to closing down workplaces in March of 2020 it was also
known that it was going to be more difficult to reopen them. That
certainly is the position at the present time. There are huge challenges
for both employers and employees relating to the issues of remote
working, returning to the workplace, flexible working, and, how
businesses and employees are going to deal with the different
challenges which have arisen.
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In the area of personal injury litigation, the whole issue of workplace
accidents and in particular injuries caused by remote working are
starting to come to the surface. Lack of proper equipment for remote
working to include such simple matters as desks and chairs and
computes being properly set up are resulting in back injuries and
repetitive strain injuries. These are all issues which might be thought
of as purely personal injury law matters but also come back to the whole
area of employment law.
There are challenging times ahead. It does require politicians, from all
political parties, unions and employer representatives along with those
in the HR profession, the Industrial Relations Consultants, and,
employment law solicitors and barristers working together to bring
forward solutions which would be clear and precise to assist both
employers and employees.
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Out and About in June 2021
Richard Grogan was interviewed on the Niall Boylan show on 1 June
on Classic Hits FM on the issue of returning to work dealing with the
practical issues of health and safety but also the lack of guidance for
both employers and employees and also covering the issues around
the difference in approach being taken by the Health and Safety
Authority and the Data Protection Commission.
On 8 June Richard was interviewed on the Pat Kenny Show on
Newstalk FM again on the issue of returning to work, the lack of
guidance in relation to the use of antigen testing and the practical
issues which both employers and employees will face dealing with
workforces where only part or some of the workforce is vaccinated.
On 9 June Richard was interviewed by East Coast FM on the new
proposed sick pay scheme to be introduced by the Government.
On 10 June Richard was interviewed on Today with Claire Byrne
answering listener’s questions on employment law. Virtually all of
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these questions related solely to the issue of employees returning to
work. This was a lengthy interview and indicated the level of
uncertainty and lack of clarity that employers and employees have
currently.
On 10 June Richard was quoted in an article in the Irish Times by
Charlie Taylor and Ciara O Brien relating to the Facebook proposal to
allow remote working by some employees anywhere in the world.
Richard in this article pointed out that the advantages for Ireland
relating to our corporate tax regime was under fire. The second
argument for companies relocating or locating to Ireland has been the
argument that we have a highly educated and English speaking
workforce. With the Facebook move this is undermining the
attractiveness of Ireland as a location as the necessity to locate
workers here in Ireland is being shown as a more difficult argument to
put forward. Richard pointed out that while large multinationals will
be in a position to deal with the legal and tax implications as they are
normally located in various countries and have the benefit of legal and
taxation experts. In the case of smaller entities the whole issue of
having employees work in different locations creates significant tax
and particular employment related issues, for those companies who
may not have appropriate experts located in the jurisdictions where
these workers would wish to work.
On 11 June Richard was quoted in Irish Legal News who wrote an
article relating to the Facebook decision on remote working where
comments made by Richard Grogan in the interview with the Irish
Times were quoted extensively by Irish Legal News.
On 13 June Richard was quoted in the Sunday Times in an article by
Conor McMahon on the issues around the new Sick Pay Scheme. This
Sick Pay Scheme is due to introduce from 2022 three days paid sick
leave at €110 per day or 70 percent of the normal daily rate of pay
(whichever is the lower) rising to 10 days in 2025. Richard in this
article pointed out that the requirement to obtain a doctors certificate,
for the purposes of making a claim for sick pay which can cost
anywhere around €50 will be a disincentive, to some employees being
able to take up the benefit. In addition Richard pointed out that no
guidance has been given at this stage as to how the issue of
noncompliance with this will be addressed.
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On 16 June Richard was interviewed for C103 Cork on the issue of
returning to the workplace, which also turned into a discussion about
West Cork – Funny how interviews can go.
On 28 June Richard was interviewed on the Hard Shoulder on
Newstalk FM on the legal and GDPR issues around returning to the
workplace.
On 29 June Richard was quoted in both the Irish Independent and
Breaking News on the issue of reopening workplaces.
Statutory Sick Pay
In June it was announced that the Government is to introduce a new
form of statutory sick pay to be paid by employers.
The main provisions are
1. From 2021 employees will be entitled to be paid 3 days sick leave
rising to 10 days in 2025;
2. The rate of pay shall be €110 per day or 70% of an employee’s
normal daily rate of pay whichever is the lesser; and
3. An employee will have to produce a doctor’s certificate to make a
claim to an employer.
The announcement was met with a mixture of support and dismay. For
smaller SME’s the issue of an additional cost at this time for businesses
was highlighted. From the union side, the issue of the requirement to
obtain a doctor’s certificate was equally highlighted.
The difficulty with these types of announcements when the basis on
which the legislation is going to be introduced often raises more
questions than answers. Unfortunately, in this country, unlike in the
UK, Bills are introduced in the Dail or Seanad without having been
published in advance for public consultation. As a firm we can
immediately see that there are going to be drafting issues which will
need to be addressed to avoid problems.
1. It is assumed, at the present time, that as the number of days
increase so too will be the ability of an employee to obtain the
State Social Welfare Sick Pay. It is not yet clear, if we take a
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situation that would arise in 2025 of an employee who is out ill,
for say five days in January 2025, and subsequently becomes ill
in October of 2025 will the Government have increased the
availability to obtain the State Sick Pay to 10 days and in those
circumstances will an employee be effectively left with no
payment for 5 days. Equally that could rise to 10 days an
employee was ill in January 2025 and was out for 10 days and
subsequently became ill again in October of 2025. The suspicion
is that employees will be left stranded in those circumstances.
2. How will the normal rate of pay of an employee be calculated. This
may seem quite straightforward but probably it is not. Will it be
their hours of work as per their contract of employment or will it
take into account, for example their rate of pay over a period of
time prior to becoming ill. Take for example an employee who is
on a Banded Hours contract for 20-25 hours. They however for
part of the year, and just before they become ill, would normally
work 35 hours. For the rest of the year they may very well work
much less than 20 hours. In those circumstances how is the
normal weekly wage to be calculated. Will it be like holiday pay,
which is calculated on the basis of the average rate of pay in the
preceding 13 weeks prior to taking holidays?
3. What will the time limit for an employer to pay the sick pay be.
Other than in the case of a salaried employee or an employee on
a set wage that does not vary it is going to be a mathematical
issue for an employer to calculate the average daily rate of pay
which may take some time.
4. What happens if an employer does not pay? We presume that this
will be an application to the Workplace Relations Commission.
Will this simply be for the amount of sick pay not paid or will the
employee be able to obtain compensation for not having received
the sick pay. If it is simply a reimbursement of the amount this
may well undermine any benefit of the legislation as an employer,
in those situations could well simply wait until the claim goes to
the WRC. An employee then brining a claim would be left in the
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situation of having to take unpaid time off work or time out of
their holidays to attend at the WRC to pursue their claim.
5. The issue of the cost of a medical certificate from a doctor where
somebody is only out for one day is likely to undermine the
effectiveness of the legislation. Those certificates except for those
who have a medical card are going to cost anywhere between €45
- €50 each.
6. What information will need to be provided to an employer. This is
a significant GDPR issue. Will a doctor simply be certifying that
an individual is unwell and unable to attend work? There are
GDPR issues with a doctor providing further information without
the consent of the patient. The issue however is likely to be that
employers, will at a minimum be required to know when an
employee attended with a doctor. Therefore, the issue is going to
be, and will have to be addressed in the legislation, as to how
quickly an employee must attend with a medical practitioner to
obtain a certificate.
7. There is also then going to be an issue as to what happens if an
employee is misusing the sick leave provision. Now the vast
majority of employees will never misuse a sick pay provision.
There is however a tiny minority who may well do so and the issue
which is concerning some employers is the questions as to
whether there will be “Friday” or “Monday” sick days claimed over
a year. The issue which will need to be addressed in the
legislation if it is to get buy in from employers is what
investigations an employer might reasonably undertake if they
have a suspicion that the sick pay scheme is being abused. Just
as there will need to be robust rules to cover an employee
pursuing their rights to be paid equally there will need to be
robust rules to ensure that employers can tackle any misuse of
taking sick leave.
In this note we are simply highlighting some of the issues which are
going to arise. We have not seen the legislation yet. It is being awaited.
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It is however very important that the legislation is legislation which can
and will be implemented in a fair manner for both employers and
employees. The danger with this type of legislation is similar to that
which occurred in relation to the Banded Hours contract legislation
which was so badly drafted that it took a significant claim before the
Labour Court to determine actually how you calculate the hours a
person worked. We do not need that type of debacle again in relation to
the issue of the new sick pay legislation simply involving employers and
employees in unnecessary legislation relating to how it is to be
interpreted.
Pregnancy Loss or Miscarriage Leave
This issue has been in the background, for some time. It has come for
to the forefront after Lidl Ireland proposed paying three days paid
leave for a mother who has had a pregnancy loss or miscarriage.
Their proposals include three days at full pay. This is regardless of
gender and includes those engaged with a surrogate mother who may
have experienced early pregnancy loss or miscarriage.
Approximately 1 in 4 pregnancies end in early pregnancy loss or
miscarriage in Ireland. Currently employees who experience
miscarriage often have to take sick leave and then return to work
sometimes without discussing the reason why there were off.
There is no entitlement to Statutory Maternity Leave in Ireland up to
and including the 24th week of pregnancy.
Some companies will have a Compassionate Leave Policy. However,
this move to provide this additional specific benefit by Lidl Ireland is
to be welcomed.
It is an important move as it acknowledges that people who
experienced early pregnancy loss or miscarriage are suffering
bereavement and are not sick.
One of the added benefits from Lidl Ireland is that they will offer a 24
hour access to employees assistance programme for mental health up
to and including five sessions with a professional counsellor and the
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opportunity for employees to speak to a colleague about their
pregnancy loss if they wish.
At the present time there is virtually no Government support such as
professional counselling for an employee who has suffered an early
pregnancy loss or a miscarriage.
The reality is the SME’s in Ireland will not have the resources to
provide this level of leave. Those who can will certainly not be in a
position to provide professional counselling for employees. There has
to be an acknowledgement that this is an issue, in workplaces, and
one where the Government will need to provide support.
The reality is of course the Government will not provide this support
even though it is so badly needed.
Organisation of Working Time (Reproductive Health Related Leave)
Bill 2021
This Bill, which is a Private Member’s Bill to give parents who are facing
reproductive issues and attempting to conceive through IVF and also
providing for leave to those who have suffered an early miscarriage or
stillbirth. The Private Member’s Bill looks to amend the Organisation of
Working Time Act, 1997. It also looks to provide protection against
Unfair Dismissal set out in the Unfair Dismissals Act, 1977.
This Bill which passed the second stage in the Seanad on 24 May 2021
would have a significant effect on Employment Law providing paid leave
up to 20 days to those who have suffered miscarriage or stillbirth and
also leave to those we were in receipt of fertility treatment or perusing
other reproductive treatments such as IVF.
The Bill also proposes protections for women who would be absent from
work due to a miscarriage, stillbirth or for the purposes getting
reproductive treatment.
This Bill has a lot to be commended for.
The only issue is really whether this should issue by way of a separate
distinct bill rather than an amendment of existing legislation.
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Now of course, any such Bill would need to amend existing legislation.
However, saying this, this issue is of such importance it probably
warrants a Bill that is a stand alone Bill.
It is going to be very interesting to see how this Bill progresses. It is
getting support across political parties.
The Vaccination Debacle – A Potential Tsunami of Litigation
The position which employers, employees, and, Employment Law
Solicitors all find ourselves in is that there is a significant level of lack
of clarity relating to returning to workplaces. There is also the
difficulty of conflicting legislation. All of this is going to result in
litigation.
1. Human Rights Lawyers are constantly saying that nobody
should be debarred from returning to the workplace because
they refuse to be vaccinated.
2. Those of us who practice in GDPR are looking at the issue of
obtaining information from employees relating to their
vaccination status and maintaining same.
3. Again, in the area of GDPR and segregation between vaccinated
and non-vaccinated employees is potentially, and potentially is
an understatement, an area of litigation.
4. Having vaccinated and non-vaccinated employees, in the same
workplace, is again a GDPR issue as the vaccination status of
employees will effectively be determined by their mask wearing if
unvaccinated employees have to wear masks.
On the other hand we have;
1. The return to the workplace Protocol from the Government
which would indicate that a Health and Safety Assessment is
undertaken, If a non-vaccinated person cannot safely be
returned to the workplace that in those circumstances that
redeployment would be considered. Admittedly the Protocol does
not deal with what happens if redeployment is not a realistic
option but in reality that means either continued lay off or
potentially dismissal.
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2. The Health and Safety Authority require employees who are not
vaccinated to be kept two metres apart.
The effect of this is that once everybody has been offered a vaccine the
legal nightmare of litigation is going to become a significant reality.
Those claims will be;
1. Employees who have been refused access to the workplace, on
the basis of not being vaccinated, issuing Unfair Dismissal
claims.
2. Employees who are identified as having been vaccinated either
by not having to wear masks, not being required to stay two
metres apart, or being allowed return to the workplace where
there has been a health and safety assessment in relation to
employees returning to the workplace where only vaccinated
employees can return will mean that the medical status of
vaccinated employees will have been disclosed which means
that this is a GDPR claim against the employer for doing so.
3. Employees, who are required to wear masks, keep two metres
apart or who are not allowed return to the workplace will
equally have claims under GDPR that their medical status has
been disclosed.
These claims of course under GDPR are ones where a complaint can
be made to the Data Protection Commissioner. But in addition claims
can be made to the Circuit Court for breach of privacy rights.
There is a further issue then of further potential litigation which is
going to arise being;
1. Employees who object to returning to the workplace unless
everybody is vaccinated bringing claims under the Safety,
Health and Welfare at Work Act. If there is any reaction to them
making this complaint those individual employees may well
have claims for victimisation under the Safety, Health and
Welfare at Work Act 2005.
2. Employees who raise a grievance relating to returning to the
workplace where there would be working between vaccinated
and non-vaccinated employees may well, provided they go
through the full grievance procedures, be in a position to bring
a Constructive Dismissal claim unless the employer can show
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they have put in place the appropriate protections to keep the
non-vaccinated employees separate from the vaccinated
employees. The difficulty with an employer doing so of course is
that they then immediately put themselves in a position of
identifying those who are vaccinated and non-vaccinated, to the
person making the complaint or grievance, which then can
result in all of the remaining employees having a claim against
the employer under GDPR.
The position that has now been created by failing to give clear and
definitive rulings and this is going to require legislation on how
individuals return to the workplace, what their rights are and how the
employers and employees are to deal with matters which will be legally
binding is something that needs to be addressed now rather than
later. If it is not addressed then in those circumstances a litany of
litigation is going to arise.
The politicians in this country, and we do not pick out any political
party or exclude any particular party have consistently been saying
that vaccination must be voluntary. At the same time we have the
Health and Safety Authority effectively requiring individuals to be two
metres apart if everybody is not vaccinated. We have GDPR which will
kick in as regards claims regarding disclosing medical information
relating to anybody. We then have the practical issue as to whether
businesses can reopen with everybody two metres apart. If they
cannot reopen on that basis then the basis for working out who is to
return to the workplace and who possibly will have to be made
redundant has not been addressed.
A further issue is going to arise in relation to potential Personal Injury
claims. If everybody in the workplace is vaccinated then there are
more limited restrictions as regards that workplace is concerned as
regards health and safety risks. If nobody in the workplace or only
some are vaccinated then there is the significant issue that if an
employee, and this will particularly be a non-vaccinated employee
contracts Covid and that is a serious bout of Covid, particularly if it
ends up being long Covid then the employer can be on the hook for
what could be a significant Personal Injury claim.
Employers have a duty of care to all employees. Of course employees
equally have a duty of care to themselves and to others but ultimately
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in cases like this it will be looked at to see what protections were put
in place by the employer.
The position at the present time is that acting in the area of
employment law, GDPR, and Health and Safety we are seeing
conflicting legislation, conflicting rights and obligations, conflicting
restrictions, and, at the same time a total lack of guidance from
politicians as to what is to happen to realistically enable businesses to
open.
Our reading of the situation is that unless this issue is addressed
sooner rather than later that unfortunately there will be a tsunami of
litigation. Of course the Lawyers will always get blamed when it comes
to such situations but in reality that will simply be the Politicians as a
whole not being prepared to make the choices and to put in place
what needs to be done.
Whether you are pro or anti vaccination the reality or matters is that
everybody is entitled to know what the law is and how it will apply.
Not everybody will agree with every law. That is fine. The issue
however for businesses and employees is that it is imperative that
there is absolute clarity on the law on this. If there is not then lawyers
should not be blamed when the claims start coming and come they
will.
For employers they are being put in an extremely difficult position.
Equally employees are being put in a difficult position. That is fair to
neither.
What we expect to happen is that politicians, and we do not single out
the Government in respect of this, will not be prepared to set any kind
of rules. The reason is that one set of rules will result in job losses
which no politician wants. The other will result in individuals
complainant about loss of human rights and loss of privacy which
equally no politician wants so the history in this country is that when
difficult choices like this arise rather than make a choice the
politicians do nothing and let the proceedings issue.
The effect of inaction will be that effectively there is the potential for
100% of employees in every organisation having a claim under some
Act against their employer because of issues around vaccination.
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Data Protection and access to an Instagram account – A Moot
Point for use in Disciplinary Hearings as action withdrawn but
like the Phoenix will arise again.
This issue arose in the case of Board of Management of Salesian
Secondary College (Limerick) and Facebook Ireland Limited and was a
Judgement of Mr. Justice Garrett Simons delivered on 19th May 2021
IEHC287.
The objective of the proceedings was to compel the social media
platform Instagram to identify the individuals behind one of its user
accounts. The proceedings were taken by the Board of Management of
the secondary school. The school authorities apprehended that the
new inactive user account had been operated by individuals were
either students or staff members of the school. The school authorities
sought to identify these individuals for the stated purposes of dealing
with them by way of what the school authorities described as
disciplinary or pastoral response. Mr. Justice Simons held that the
disclosure application presented significant legal issues in respect of
privacy, data protection and freedom of expression and concluded that
it was necessary to make a reference to the Court of Justice of the
European Union for a preliminary ruling on these issues. This
reference will be made pursuant to Article 267 of the Treaty on the
functioning of the European Union.
The issue arose in relation to approximately 52 posts which were
published in the account. Much of the content was course and vulgar.
In some instances the content of the posts ridiculed members of the
school staff by reference to their personal appearance, weight and
sexuality. In other instances the posts references aspects of school life
such as for example the high cost of food on campus and the change
to the structure of the timetables. The account featured without
permission the schools address, crest and name and referred to its
official website. The school authorities had sought to contact the
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company providing the social media platform and requested
information with a view to identifying the individuals who had
operated the account.
Facebook responded in correspondence which set out that they could
not disclose user information to a private third party without a Court
Order or request from a law enforcement official.
It was pointed out that it was a matter for the Courts to determine
whether a Norwich Pharmacal Relief was appropriate.
Plenary Summons issued on 21st February 2020 but no Statement of
Claim has ever been delivered.
A Notice of Motion was issued on 21 February seeking relief on an
Interlocutory basis.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that one of the striking aspects of the
application of this type is that the individuals most directly affected
being the individuals whose identity the Disclosure Order is intended
to reveal are not on notice of the proceedings. If a Disclosure Order is
granted then it would be too late thereafter for the identified
individuals to object in that the application will already have
succeeded in obtaining the entirety of the relief sought in the
proceedings.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that it follows that generally there will
be Legitimus Contradictor before the Court on the hearing of an
application for a Disclosure Order. The nominal responded to the
proceedings being the internet service provider, while not formally
consenting to an Order will not normally actively oppose the
application. Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that there was a rare
example of opposition in a case of Muwema –v- Facebook Ireland
Limited 2018 IECA104. The fact of that case was extreme in that it
was alleged that the making of the Disclosure Order would expose the
individual involved to arrest and ill treatment at the hands of the
authorities in Uganda.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that in the absence of a Legitimus
Contradictor there is a duty of candour on the applicant. This entails
not only a duty to put all material facts before the Court but extends
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to an obligation to identify the relevant legal principles government the
Courts jurisdiction including any EU law principles. Where in the
present case the nominal respondent in neither opposing nor
consenting to the application the legal constraints which make a
Court Order necessary should be explained to the judge.
In his judgement Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that the Court must
be satisfied that the disclosure is necessary for and proportionate to a
legitimate aim. The Affidavit grounding the application must explain
the precise purpose for which the disclosure Order is sought. If
granted, a Disclosure Order will be made conditional on an
undertaking that the information disclosed will not be used for any
purpose other than seeking redress in respect of the wrong
complained of. In this regard Mr. Justice Simons referred to the case
of Parcel Connect –v- Twitter International Company 2020 IEHC279 at
paragraph 22.
In relation to costs Mr, Justice Simons pointed out that the cost of the
respondent to the application for Disclosure Order would ordinarily be
entitled to recover them against the applicant. The cost of the
application and the cost of complying with the Disclosure Order would
normally be costs they would be entitled to recover.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that this follows from the fact that in
almost all cases the respondent will not itself have been guilty of any
wrong doing. These costs of course as Mr. Justice Simons pointed out
may ultimately be recoverable from the wrong doer in the subsequent
proceedings. Mr. Justice Simons referred to the excellent article
written by David Culleton of Culleton Solicitors which is summarised
at pages 20-21 as being;
“An Irish Pharmical Order is a particular type of Disclosure Order
which the only cause of action is discovery. Essentially, the Order
compels the defendant, who has become mixed up in the alleged
wrong doing of a third party in some manner, either knowingly or
innocently, to disclose information that would assist to identify this
third party wrong doer to the plaintiff. The purpose of the Order is
therefore to place the plaintiff in a position to identify and seek
redress against a previously unknown wrong doer.
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The authority to grant Norwich Pharmacal Relief is founded on the
Courts equitable jurisdiction derived from a contemporary incarnation
of the equitable Bill of Discovery.
Therefore it is a versatile remedy granted at the discretion of the Court
when deemed to be proportionate and necessary response in all of the
circumstances of a matter”.
It was pointed out that the jurisdiction to grant the relief in an action
for discovery alone was recognised in the Irish Courts in the case of
Megaleasing UK Limited –v- Barrett 1993 I.L.R.M. 497 being a
decision of the Supreme Court on 20 July 1992. The Supreme Court
accepted in principle that the High Court had jurisdiction to entertain
an action for discovery alone prior to the institution of other
proceedings against the as yet unidentified wrong doers.
The Supreme Court indicated that the remedy is confined to cases
where what is really sought is the names and identity of the wrong
doers rather than factual information concerning the commission of
the wrong.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that the Supreme Court emphasised
that the granting of an order in an action for discovery alone is a
power which for good reason must be sparingly used though where
appropriate it may be of vary considerable value towards the
attainment of justice.
It was pointed out that the threshold which must be met on such an
application is a high one and there must be a very clear and
unambiguous establishment of a wrong doing.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that eth case law to date has been
concerned primarily with applicants seeking to protect their
intellectual property rights or their rights to a good name.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out the Disclosure Order is made
expressly conditional on the undertake that the information disclosed
would not be used for any purpose other than seeking redress in
respect of the wrong complained of.
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In the particular case Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that the striking
feature of the application before him was that the school authorities
did not seek the Disclosure Order in aid of any intended proceedings.
Rather the school authorities sought the Disclosure Order for dealing
with the individuals behind the user account by way of what they
describe as disciplinary or pastoral response.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out the school authorities were inviting
the Court to dispel with and depart from the long standing
requirement that the applicant seeking a Disclosure Order must have
an intention to pursue legal proceedings for Tortious wrong doing
against the person to be identified.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that the position advanced on behalf
of the school authorities would represent a significant departure from
the existing case law of the Irish Courts. The case law to date
indicates that Disclosure Orders have only ever been granted in the
context of intended legal proceedings and where the applicant
satisfied the Court that there is at the very least a prima facie case of
tortious wrong doing on behalf of the individual sought to be
identified.
Mr. Justice Simons pointed out that the rights afforded to privacy,
data protection and freedom of expression under EU law present a
potential obstacle to the extension of the domestic law jurisdiction to
grant Disclosure Orders. Mr, Justice Simons referred to the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
Mr. Justice Simons determined that the case would be referred to the
European Court of Human Rights.
This is an extremely important decision in relation to the whole issue
of the Norwich Pharmacal Orders. It is helpful that Mr. Justice
Simons has instead of referring to them using, this title has referred to
them effectively as just “Disclosure Orders”. This is a much easier and
probably more user friendly method of describing these types of
applications.
The matter was to go back to the Court to determine the exact form of
the referral. However the school have now withdrawn the case.
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Online Trolls – How Businesses Can Protect Their Good Name and
Reputation
In relation to online trolls who can be a scourge for any business as
regards untruthful and a slanderous allegations or comments being
placed on various social media platforms including Twitter and
Facebook especially, although increasingly Instagram is also one of
those social platforms where the online trolls are active.
For businesses there are effectively two particularly troublesome
online trolls.



The first are unrelated to the business and simply put up
slanderous allegations;
The second are normally employees. It is evident from the post
that they are employees.

In both cases the individuals will invariably be posting anonymously.
In both cases employers and businesses will want to close down and
have removed the slanderous allegations and comments. They will
want to be bringing proceedings against the individuals who are
slandering them. In the case of employees they may want to discipline
and possibly dismiss the employees for the actions they are taking in
putting up slanderous and untruthful allegations about the employer
and the company.
We will look at the opportunities for a business or employer to do so.
The claims will be proceedings in the High Court to compel the Social
Media platform to identify the individual or individuals behind one of
its user accounts.
The nominal respondent to the proceedings being the internet service
provider, while not formally consenting to an Order, will normally not
actively oppose the application.
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In bringing an application to the Courts the business will have a duty
to put all material facts before the Court and to identify all relevant
legal principles governing the Courts jurisdiction including any EU
law principles.
The Court must be satisfied that the disclosure is necessary for and
proportionate to a legitimate aim.
If granted the Disclosure Order will be made conditional on an
undertaking that the information disclosed will not be used for any
purpose other than seeking redress in respect of the wrong
complained of. This will involve a written undertaking by the Solicitor
for the business making the application.
In relation to costs the cost of the Respondent, which will be the
internet service provider, will be costs which the business seeking this
form of discovery will be obliged to pay. This includes the cost of the
internet service provider in relation to the court hearing and the
reasonable costs in identifying the user of the account.
These Orders are normally referred to as a Norwich Pharmacal Relief.
More recently the High Court in Ireland has simply referred to them as
Discovery application in advance of issuing proceedings. This issue of
discovery in advance of issuing proceedings is relevant. A business
seeking such discovery will have to disclose and declare that it is their
intention to issue proceedings for the alleged wrongdoing. Once the
identity of the wrongdoer is ascertained.
Until recently these cases only concerned issues concerning
intellectual property rights or the good name of the business.
As there has been a recent development in relation to the law relating
to a case of Board of management of Saleasian Secondary College
(Limerick) and Facebook Limited which is a judgement of Mr. Justice
Simons delivered on 19th May 2021 IEHC287.
That is a case where matters were being sent to the European Court of
Justice. In that case the school was looking for this form of discovery.
One of the intended uses of that information as for disciplinary
purposes. At the present time under Irish Law there is no entitlement
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or right for a business if it obtains a discovery to use that information
simply for a disciplinary process against an employee. Even where an
employer may be disclosing that they believe the person hosting is an
employee the employer in those circumstances will be limited to using
that information for the purposes of bringing proceedings to protect
the good name of the company or business in the Courts or to protect
it. The case was subsequently withdrawn.
If a future case going to the CJEU authorises these forms of discovery
to issue for the purposes of taking disciplinary action against
employees this will be a significant development in the law and will be
an additional tool for businesses to take action against employees
posting malicious untruthful and slanderous information on social
media sites.
The difficulty with these forms of applications is the cost and their
effectiveness.
The costs include;




The initial application to the High Court for this form of pre
litigation discovery
Costs payable to the internet service provider in relation to
appearing in those cases and the costs to them in identifying
the person against whom the discovery order is made.
The cost of bringing a claim to them Courts by way of protecting
the intellectual property rights of the business or to protect its
good name.

The difficulties even when a Discovery Order is made is;



The actual identification of the relevant individual; and
The ability to recover the costs against the internet troll.

The upside for a business is;


Where they are able to identify the internet troll to effectively out
them by way of the proceedings which can be brought in the
High Court for damages for breach of intellectual property rights
or slandering the good name of the business.
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Ability to get an Order to have that particular site taken down
and all posts removed.
The ability to get an Injunction refraining the individual going
forward posting about the business on the internet.

The unfortunate reality is that we now live in an internet environment.
Internet trolls and in particular keyboard warriors are more prevalent.
The method of managing the internet from a legal point of view is well
behind the reality as to how the internet operates. Applications to the
High Court are both cumbersome and expensive.
However, there are some cases where businesses have no alternatives
but to bring these applications.
Where the good name of a business or its intellectual property is
impacted in a negative way the business may have no alternative but
to bring the claims.
Be Careful Suspending an Employee
The issue of suspension arose in case ADJ-00026268. In this case the
employee argued that the employee could not have committed an act
of gross misconduct as the employee had not been suspended. The
Adjudication Officer pointed out that this was a rather novel
argument. The case of Bank of Ireland –v- Reilly 2015 IEHC241 being
a decision of Mr. Justice Noonan was quoted where it stated;
“The suspension of an employee, whether paid or unpaid, is an
extremely serious measure which can cause irreparable damage to his
or her reputation and standing. It is potentially capable of constituting a
significant blemish on the employee’s employment record with
consequences for his or her future. As noted by Kearns J in Morgan –vTrinity College there are two types of suspension, holding and punitive.
However, even a holding suspension can have consequences of the kind
mentioned. Inevitably speculation will arise as to the reason for the
suspension on the premises or there being no smoke without fire. Thus,
even a holding suspension ought not to be undertaken lightly and only
after full consideration of the necessity for it pending a full investigation
of the conduct in question.
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It will normally be justified if seen as necessary to prevent a repetition
of the conduct complaint of, interference with evidence or perhaps to
protect persons at risk from such conduct. It may perhaps be necessary
to protect the employers own business and reputation which the
conduct in issue is known by those doing business with the employer.
In general, it ought to be seen as a measure designed to facilitate the
proper conduct of an investigation and any consequent disciplinary
process”.
It is useful that this issue has been raised again.
The issue of suspension is one which sometimes employers rush to. In
reality suspension should only take place in the most serious of cases.
Procedures in Unfair Dismissal Cases – The Right to Cross
Examine
This case arose in a case of Roger Martin –v- Coca Cola HBS Ireland
Limited ADJ-00022037. In that case the Adjudication Officer pointed
out that a right to fair procedures and natural justice is implied into
contracts of employment. These rights are particularly important in a
disciplinary matter where a dismissal may have a negative
repercussion on an employee’s reputation and their prospect of any
future employment. The Adjudication Officer pointed out that the
subject of any disciplinary process should be provided with a full and
fair opportunity to state his/her case as part of the investigation
process. The Adjudication Officer went on to say that it is widely
accepted that as part of fair procedures and natural justice that an
employee has a right to challenge his or her accusers before any
findings are made. While this right might be less relevant at a
preliminary investigation stage they are paramount in any disciplinary
hearing which is the point at which the decision is made in such
matters. Indeed where the potential sanction could warrant dismissal
such a right cannot be ignored by an employer. The Adjudication
Officer pointed to the case of Borges –v- The Fitness and Practice
Committee 2004 1 IR103 which provides that where an investigation
process can lead to dismissal cross examination is a vital safe guard
to ensure fair procedures.
In that case Kerne Keane CJ state;
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“It is beyond argument that, where a Tribunal such as the first
respondent is enquiring into an allegation of conduct which reflects on a
person’s good name or reputation, basic fairness and procedures
requires that he or she should be allowed to cross examine, by counsel,
his accuser or accusers 1971 IR217”.
Now the issue of representation by Counsel has been dealt with
previously by the High Court and it is only in exceptional
circumstances where an employee would be entitled to have a
barrister or solicitor represent them. However, an employee must be
advised of their right to be represented by a fellow employee or Union
official. This right to representation by a Union Official applies
whether or not the employee is or is not a member of a Union or the
company recognises a Trade Union. In relation to this paragraph of
this note this issue was not addressed by the Adjudication Officer but
we felt it appropriate to mention it.
The Adjudication Officer in the case went on to say that in addition to
the right to cross examine his or her accuser there is a further
entitlement to be told of this right. The Adjudication Officer pointed
out that if an employee fails to ask for cross examination they cannot
be faulted for failing to ask.
It is effectively now incumbent on an employer to advise the employee
of a right to cross examine his /her accusers.
Service required to bring an Unfair Dismissal claim where an
individual is dismissed after making a Protected Disclosure
This is one of those questions that comes up on a regular basis.
Normally to bring a claim for Unfair Dismissal an individual must
have twelve months service. There are exceptions such as union
membership or where a person is dismissed while pregnant.
The Protected Disclosure Legislation in Section 6 provides that the
service requirement of 12 months is not required. On that basis once
an individual has made a protected disclosure if they are then
dismissed the employee can bring a claim regardless as to the service
which they have.
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Unfair Dismissal – What an Employee must know
The issue of fair procures in Unfair Dismissals cases arises on regular
basis and it is also important to remember the case of Morales – v –
Carton Brothers UD835/2011 where the Employment Appeals
Tribunal stated:
“In all cases of dismissal for conduct, an investigation by the employer
is required. The prior requirements of each investigation will be
determined by the facts of the case, but the onus will be on the
employer to show that it was fair in the sense of being open minded
and full in the sense that no issue which may reasonably have a
bearing on the decision is left unexplored. The employer will be
expected to show that the investigation fulfils the following general
conditions:
 That the employee was aware of all allegations and complaints
that formed the basis of the proposed dismissal.
 That the employee had an adequate opportunity to deny the
allegations or to explain the circumstances of the incident before
the decision to dismiss was taken, this includes the right to
representation in appropriate circumstances.
 That the evidence of witnesses and other involved was sought
where the allegations were denied or the facts were in dispute
and the right to be represented by a trade union official of fellow
employee.”
In many cases the issue of representation by a fellow employee is not
a problem but the issue of representation by a union official is often
resisted by some employers.
The Code of Practice on Grievance and Disciplinary procedures makes
it absolutely clear that an employee is entitled to be represented by
union official. This is whether or not, the business recognises union.
Incapacity of an Employee – Dismissal
This issue arose in a case of a product builder and a manufacture in
ADJ00027931. The Adjudication Officer set out the law in this been the
case of B& - v – An Post UD320/2006 where the Tribunal determined:
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“The Claimant had render themselves incapable of fulfilling his
obligations to his employer under his contract of employment… in
circumstances because of the Claimant’s incapacity to fulfil his contract”
The Adjudication Officer pointed out the Section 7(1)(c)(ii) of the Unfair
Dismissal Act 1977, states:
“If an employee incurred no such financial loss payment to the employee
by the employer of such compensation (if any) but not exceeding in the
amount of 4 weeks renumeration in respect of the employment, from
which he was dismissed calculated as aforesaid as it is just an equitable
having regard of circumstances”.
In this case, there was an issue been a capacity and the Adjudication
Officer found that the Adjudication Officer could only award four weeks
wages.
Where an employee is not able to perform duties then the issue of
dismissal by way of incapacity is an issue where there is a limit on what
the compensation can be even if the dismissal is unfair.
Well, the issue was not covered in the case, it is important that
employers understand that if the dismissal is on the ground of
incapacity and the employee is not actually incapable of doing the work
then in those circumstances, an employee will receive significant
compensation. Where an issue of incapacity arises, the employer in
those circumstances, should:
1. Arrange to obtain a medical report in relation to the capacity of
the employee to perform their functions.
2. Furnish a copy of the report from a medical practitioner to the
employee.
3. Give the employee an opportunity to comment on same.
4. Give the employee an opportunity to produce their own medical
evidence.
5. Consider any representations by the employee and to take into
account any medical evidence which the employee produces.
Dismissal on a grounds of incapacity is an issue which is coming up
more often and it is important that employers are fully aware of their
obligations. If not, generally speaking, the issue arises that the
employee is not incapable and that is where the difficulty is arising.
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Employment Equality (Amendment) (Non-Disclosure Agreements)
Bill 2021
This Bill is currently going through the Oireachtas.
It is a Bill introduced by Senator Lynn Ruane.
Normally such Bills, being Private Member Bills, are not ones that we
would normally comment on as very often they get nowhere. However
it appears that this Bill is getting a lot of traction so therefore it is
important to understand the principles of this Bill.
Section 2 proposes to amend the provisions of the Employment
Equality Act.
The first issue to note is that;
1. Other than in accordance with Subsection 2 of a new Section
14B an employer shall not enter into a Non-Disclosure
Agreement with an employee where;
(a) The employee has experienced or made allegations of sexual
harassment (within the meaning of Section 14 (A) or,
(b) The employee has experienced or made allegations of
discrimination which are unlawful under this Act.
(c) Where the Non-Disclosure Agreement has the purpose or
effect of concealing the details relating to a complaint of
discrimination or harassment.
Effectively, this covers any complaint under any of the nine grounds
under the Employment Equality Legislation.
The Bill does provide that an employee may enter into a NonDisclosure Agreement with an employee but there are a number of
conditions.
1. The relevant employee must be offered Independent Legal
Advice, in writing.
2. This must be provided at the expense of the employer.
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Because the issue of Non-Disclosure Agreements is quite complex as
regards advising somebody it is likely that some nominal fee is not
going to be sufficient. In addition, any Solicitor advising in relation to
this will have to, for the purposes of protecting themselves, give
detailed advices to anybody who is being offered such an Agreement.
Where the Solicitor is also acting in the case it would be a position
that the employer in that case will have to have the employee offered
legal advice.
Now what is interesting in relation to this is that it is offered legal
advice. It does not mean that the employee after they have obtained
the legal advice will agree to the clause but it is clear that the
employer will have to pay whether or not the employee agrees to the
relevant provision and any attempt to make it conditional on the
employee signing the Agreement will be very questionable.
3. There must be no undue attempts to influence the employee in
respect of the decision to include a confidentiality clause.
4. The agreement must not adversely affect the future health and
safety of a third party or the public interest. This is going to be
of concern in cases where there may have been a previous
allegation of sexual harassment or discrimination against the
employer or a person in the company which is now being sued.
5. The Agreement must include an opportunity for the employee to
decide to waive their own confidentiality in the future. This
effectively means that the employee can waive the
Confidentiality Agreement and disclose everything and it will be
necessary to include such a clause in the documentation.
6. The agreement must be of a set and limited duration as regards
the non-disclosure.
The Bill proposes that an employer may not enter into a separate nondisclosure agreement solely for the purpose or effect of concealing the
details of a complaint relating to the sexual harassment or
discrimination concerned.
The legislation particularly sets out that where a non-disclosure
agreement does not comply with the provisions of the new proposed
Section 14(B) (3) and (4) then the Agreement should be void.
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The Legislation proposes to be retrospective in relation to prior
Agreements unless they have complied with the provisions of
Subsection 3 of the new proposed Section 14(b).
At the present time it would appear that whether acting for an
employer or an employee in relation to a matter like this it is going to
be necessary to put the following in place.
1. The employee must be offered independent legal advice, in
writing, and this must be provided at the expense of the
employer and it would appear that that cannot be conditional
on the employee agreeing to sign the agreement.
2. Because of the provisions of the Bill it would appear that any
attempt to make any Settlement Agreement conditional upon
the employee agreeing to a non-disclosure agreement is one
which will probably not comply with the Act, if it is enacted, as
regards being enforceable.
3. The Agreement must include an opportunity for the employee to
decide to waive their own confidentiality in the future and must
be of a set and limited duration.
4. The Bill will not alter the provisions of the Employment Equality
Legislation as regards Mediation Agreements entered into in the
WRC. They would continue to be confidential. It would therefore
appear that employers may certainly start looking more
seriously at mediation, in the WRC, in cases like this, as
effectively confidentiality applies to any mediation in the WRC
and the provisions of the Bill would not affect such mediation
agreements.
As we said this is only a Bill and is a Private Members Bill but it is one
of those that we would anticipate if it does not get past at this stage is
one which is likely to be passed in the future and it is as well that
those representing employers and employees are aware of this
particular Bill and take it into account in relation to any negotiations
at this stage as the Bill has a retrospective provision.
Time Limit to Bring Equality Claims and Continuing Breach
This issue arose in a case of Frank McGinnis and Dublin City Council.
The Adjudication Officer in this case addressed the issue of the time
limits.
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It was pointed out that Section 77(5)(a) of the Employment Equality Acts
limits a claim for discrimination or victimisation so that they may not
be referred under the Section at the end of a period of six months from
the date of occurrence of the discrimination or victimisation. Subsection
(b) provides for an extension of time up to twelve months. The issue
then arises in relation to the issue of a continuing breach. A continuing
breach is one which is effectively the same breach continuing over
periods of time.
The Adjudication Officer pointed out that the time limit for submitting
a complaint under the Employment Equality Acts was considered by
the Labour Court in the case of Ciaran O’Toole and the Brothers of
Charity Services Galway EDA 177 in which case the Court referred
to the earlier decision in the case of Cork County VEC -v- Ann Hurley
EDA 1124 when considering the provisions of Section 77(5) of the At
where it held that:
“Subsections (5) and Subsection (6a) of S77 deal with a different form of
continuing discrimination or victimisation. Under subsection (6a) an act
will be regarded as extending over a period, and so treated as done at
the end of that period if an employer maintains and keeps enforce a
discriminatory regime, rule, practice or principle which has had a clear
and adverse effect on the complainant (Barkley’s Bank PLC -v- Kapur
1989 IRLR 387)”
It is useful that the Adjudication Officer has restated the law in
relation to this matter.
Equal Pay Claims
This issue has arisen recently in case C-624/19 being a case of K and
others and Tesco Stores Limited.
The CJU held in a decision of the 3rd of June that Article 157 of the
TFEU has direct effect in proceedings between individuals in which
failure to observe the principles of equal pay for male and female
workers for “work of equal value” as referred to in that Article, is
pleaded.
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This Tesco case involves the issue as to whether female workers who
are working in shops in Tesco premises in the UK can say that their
work is of equal value to those of male comparators working in
warehouses.
This case will now go back to the Tribunal in the UK to determine
whether the work is actually of equal value.
This has been a long running case. The decision of the CJEU has
determined the legal principles which apply which are most helpful.
The Tribunal must now, in the UK, determine whether the work is of
equal value.
When cases are referred to the CJEU, they determine what the legal
principles are and it is a matter the for the local Court or Tribunal to
determine how the law then applies to the relevant facts.
Sexual Harassment in the Workplace – Effective Policies
This issue arose in the case of O’Reilly and Dublin City University under
reference ADJ-00020428.
The Adjudication Officer in this case was dealing with the issue of a
single incident of sexual harassment but because of the seniority of the
individual who made it and their role in drafting the Respect and
Dignity at Work Policy that the single comment became one of a serious
breach sufficient to prove it prima facia case.
In interesting aspect of this case is that the Adjudication Officer has
effectively held that once an employer has a policy in place to prevent
sexual harassment that the employer can then use the defence in
Section 14 (A) of the Employment Equality Act.
It would be interesting to see if this decision is appealed.
The reason for saying this is that the effect of the decision by the
Adjudication Officer would be that once an employer has a policy in
place that is an effective policy that the employer is fully protected from
any sexual harassment claim.
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The Adjudication Officer did not address, in the decision the issue as to
whether there has to be training in relation to that nor how the policy
is communicated, what supports are in place, what ongoing training
needs to be provided or whether any other elements are necessary other
than simply having a policy.
If that is the position then
policy in place will avoid
successful where there is a
there is only one single
harassment are made.

effectively employers by simply having a
any claim of sexual harassment being
single incident or put another way where
occasion where complaints of sexual

Of course, an employer must and should have a policy in place to
counter sexual harassment in the workplace. In addition, appropriate
training is important.
Seismic shift in the Law in Fixed Term Contracts which will have
significant implications for Public Servants, Local Authority and
Semi State employee to claim permanent promotion where
currently they are in an acting up position.
The interpretation of how the Protection of Employee (Fixed Term Work)
Act 2003 changed on the 15th of June with a judgment from Mr Justice
Simons.
The previous position was that a person in an acting up role, which is
common in Semi State and State, was precluded from bringing a claim
for a contract of indefinite duration under the Act of 2003 because of
the fact that they were “in employment” and could revert to their prior
role. In the case of Maurice Power and Health Service Executive 2021
IEHC346 the High Court held that the existing jurisprudence of the
Labour Court, which has been their stated position, for many years,
was incorrect. The judgment is one that those interested in the nuances
of the Legislation do need to read but they can be summarised as
follows.


Employees who have two or more successive Fixed Term
Contracts whose aggregate period exceeds four years will now
have the right to bring a claim for a contract of indefinite duration
by which we mean a permanent contract for that role.
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The fact that they have been “acting up” in that role and could
revert to their previous role is no longer a bar to bringing a claim.
The Employer may plead “objective justification” to deny the
appointment on a permanent basis.
The issue of “objective justification” is one where the burden of
proof is clearly on an employer in those circumstances to show
that the issue of the objective justification can be justified in the
particular circumstances rather than that those successive Fixed
Term Contracts are actually in abuse of the Legislation limiting
the use of Fixed Term Contracts.

What was not covered in the decision of the High Court is the
jurisprudence of the Labour Court to date which has always been in a
cases of an individual claiming a contract of indefinite duration, which
is the terminology used for a permanent contract in the fixed term
position they held, is that the objective justification must be evident at
the time the employee received the additional Fixed Term Contract
which would have brought them over the four year period.
This decision of the High Court is going to open up claims against State
Bodies but particularly Local Authorities. Few of any will have to put in
place “objective justification” grounds at the time of an extension where
the aggregate period would exceed four years. The reason for this is that
they would have been relying on the previous stated position on the Law
set out by the Labour Court on many occasions which has now been
overturned namely that the employee would have no standing to bring
a claim. This is quite evident from the relevant case of Maurice Power
and the Health Service Executive which was before the Labour Court.
The Labour Court did not hear the substantive case but dismissed the
claim on the basis that Mr Power did not have standing to bring a claim
simply because he had been a permanent employee and could revert to
the previous more junior role. It is therefore going to be interesting to
see how the issue of objective justification is going to be dealt with both
in this case when it reverts back to the Labour Court but also in cases
going forward, where it is highly unlikely there is going to be any
documentary proof in place relating to the objective justification at the
time any extension was given to bring the employee over the four year
period.
We would expect to see a significant number of claims for permanency
in acting up positions starting very soon. There will be some cases
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against employers but “acting up” has been a feature of State Bodies
rather than businesses.
The reality is that there are probably thousands of Public and Local
Authority employees who will now get the benefit of this judgment. It
will have significant benefits for them where these claims are brought.
These will include:
1. The certainty of having the higher role within the organisation
with the enhanced salary.
2. The issue of enhanced pension entitlement which cannot be
taken away from them, close to retirement, by reverting them
down to a lower grade.
3. The security of being in the promoted role permanently without
the concern that any minor matter or challenge to the authority
of the organisation or questioning of matters could result in them
being effectively demoted to their previous role will now
disappear.
The judgment of the High Court which was given on the 15th of June on
the interpretation of how the Protection of Employees (Fixed Term Work)
Act, 2003 is to be interpreted has changed the legal environment in
Ireland as regards the use of Fixed Term Contracts.
The difficulty with these Fixed Term Contracts, particularly in State and
Local Authorities has been that they have been consistently used
without objective justification to suit the organisation knowing that the
employee had no recourse. The judgment of Mr Justice Simons has
now turned that on its head.
It may be thought that organisation like the States or Semi States
Bodies or Government Agencies will when they read the judgment and
where any threat of proceedings issue will simply appoint the individual
permanently is, in our experience, not the way these organisations
work. The concept of “buck passing” is imbedded in a lot of these
organisation. Therefore, anybody accepting responsibility for having put
an employee in a position where they could make such a claim is going
to run for the traditional protection that these entities seek namely to
allow the case go on for hearing and to blame the Workplace Relations
Commission rather than themselves for the additional cost that they
will incur in rectifying a situation which they have allowed to develop.
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A lot of employees in Local Authorities and State Bodies, and Semi State
Bodies will unfortunately have to bring the claims knowing these
organisations they will fight the claims. They will however be very
difficult cases for these entities to fight.
Interesting times ahead.
Protection of Employees (Fixed-Term Work) Act 2003 – Objective
Justification
This issue of objective justification is going to arise where a contract of
employment being a fixed term contract is to be extended. The
relevant legislation is Section 7 of the 2003 Act which provides;
“(1)

A ground shall not be regarded as an objective ground for the
purposes of this part unless it is based on considerations other
than the status of the employee concerned as a fixed-term
employee and the less favourable treatment which it involves for
that employee (which treatment may include the renewal of a
fixed-term employees (contract for a further fixed term) is for the
purposes of achieving a legitimate objective of the employer and
such treatment is appropriate and necessary for that purpose.

(2)

Where, as regards any term of his or her contract, a fixed term
employee is treated by his or her employer in a less favourable
manner than a comparable permanent employee, the treatment
in question shall (for the purposes of Section 6(2) be regarded as
justified on objective grounds, if the terms of the fixed-term
employees contract of employment, taken as a whole, are at
least as favourable as the terms of a comparable permanent
employees contract of employment.

Section 9 deals with the issue of where an employee has completed
three years of a contract in which case it can be renewed for a further
period of one year or where the employee has been on two or more
continuous fixed-term contracts and the date of such contract is
subsequent to the date on which the Act was passed, which will be the
position in most cases and the aggregate duration of such contract
shall not exceed four years.
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The case of Del Cerro Alonoso –v- Osakidetza –v- Servicao Vasco De
Salud C-307-05 is one where the CJEU held;
“The Court held that the concept of objective reasons must be
understood as referring to precise and concrete circumstances
characterising a given activity, which are therefore capable, in that
particular context of justifying the use of successive fixed-term
employment contracts. This circumstances may result, in particular,
from the specific nature of the tasks for the performance of which such
contracts have been conducted and from the inherent characteristics of
those tasks, or, as a case may be, from pursuit of legitimate social
policy objective policies of a member state”.
In University College –v- McConnon FTD1423 the Labour Court noted
that;
“It could also arise in circumstances where a regular workforce has to
be augmented so as to meet some temporary exigency of the business.
In that regard, while the framework agreement on fixed term work
annexed to there is no closed category of circumstances in which that
can arrive. It may be that an employee is employed for a fixed term to
perform work which corresponds to the fixed and permanent needs of
the employer but they do so in order to provide cover for another
employee who is temporarily absent. Directive 99/70/EC (upon which
the 2003 Act is based) recognises that while employment contracts of
indefinite duration are to be regarded as the general form of
employment relationships, fixed-term employment contracts are a
feature of employment in certain sectors, occupation and activities
which can suit both employers and workers…”.
In case C-212/04 is one where the CJEU made it clear that the
grounds relied on must be objectively justified by reference to the
work actually performed in stating;
“The concept of objective reasons, within the meaning of Clause 5 (1) (a)
of the framework agreement must be understood as referring to precise
and concrete circumstances characterising a given activity, which are
therefore capable, in that particular context of justifying the use of
successive fixed-term employment contracts. Those circumstances may
result, in particular, from the specific nature of the tasks, for the
performance of which such contracts have been concluded and from the
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inherent characteristics of those tasks or, as a case may be, from
pursuit from a legitimate social policy objective of a member state”.
Case C-380/07 is one where the CJEU drew a distinction between
work undertaken for the purposes of meeting a fixed and permanent
need of an employer and work for the purposes of meeting some
temporary or transient need.
The issue of objective justification is clearly going to start arising a
result of the recent decision of the High Court. The issue in relation to
objective justification is always going to be harder to prove, though
not impossible, where the objective grounds are set out at the start.
It is normally best practice for an employer, seeking to provide a
second or subsequent fixed term contract to set out in that contract
what those objective grounds are. This does mean going into some
detail. This does make it easier for an employer to defend a claim for a
contract of indefinite duration, being a permanent contract, into the
future.
For employees it is important to make sure that they fully understand
the effect of a subsequent fixed-term contract and the lack of objective
justification at the start when there is a renewal being proposed does
mean that the employee will be in a stronger position to argue against
their being any objective justification where it has not been disclosed
to the employee at the time.
Sectoral Employment Orders for the Construction Industry
This issue arose recently in the case ADJ/00030000 involving a
construction operative and a recruitment agency. The relevant
legislation is the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act, 2005, and the
claim is under Section 23 of that particular Act.
The Sectoral Employment Order is there to cover a worker whom the
order applies to and this would include where the employee is engaged
by an employment agency within the meaning of the Employment
Agency Act, 1971 and/or the Protection of Employees (Temporary
Agency Work) Act 2012.
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The claim in this particular case related to the underpayment. The
employer argued that the individual was engaged as a cleaner rather
than a skilled labourer. The Adjudication Officer rejected that
application. The claimant also brought a claim that the claimant had
not been included in the Pension Scheme.
In this case covering a period of 20 weeks the Adjudication Officer
found that a figure of €11,971.20 was due. The employee also in this
case brought a claim under the Organisation of Working Time Act on
the basis that the employee had not been paid his correct annual
leave rate of pay. The Adjudication Officer in this case did not award
compensation but simply awarded the claimant the difference in
holiday pay for the holiday year 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2020 and
for six public holidays.
This cannot be deemed to be any criticism of the Adjudication Officer
but the effect of this particular decision is that effectively the
employer, being in this case an employment agency, simply paid what
was due and no penalty for compensation was awarded to in anyway
be acting as dissuasive of an employer going forward. There was
provision for this to be made as part of any decision under the
Organisation of Working Time Act.
Appeals to the Labour Court – In Case of Doubt, Email Them.
Normally when we are reviewing a case, we would comment at the end
but this particular one we are going to put the comment in at the start.
If you are sending appeals to the Labour Court because of the 42-day
rule unless you are going to be in a position to hand deliver them it now
appears that it is advisable to email the appeal to the Labour Court and
then to follow it up with it being sent in duplicate with both a certificate
of posting and by registered post.
The reason for this is a decision which issued under UDD 2143 being a
case of Dermot Murray senior and Catherine McLoughlin. This is one
where the Labour Court refused an extension of time. It is common case
in this particular case from both sides that the time limit in accordance
with the Organisation of Working Time Act being Section 44(2) of the
2015 Act would have required the appeal to be lodged on or before the
30th December.
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The appeal was sent to the Court by registered post on the 20th
December. It was marked as received on the 2nd January.
The Complainant argued that it was reasonable to assume that a
registered letter posted on the 20th December would arrive at its
destination before the 30th December. The An Post latest dates for
posting in order for it to arrive before Christmas was 20th December. It
appears that the offices in Landsdowne House were shut on the 23rd,
24th, 27th and 30th December 2019 and for that reason delivery could
not be effective. The representative provided the Court with a certificate
of posting from An Post which confirmed posting of a registered letter
on the 20th December at 5.25pm, also an email from An Post was dated
the 21st April 2021 was produced confirming that the appeal was posted
from Boyle on the 20th December at 16.26 and that four subsequent
delivery attempts regarding the item were made on the failure of these
attempts and was due to the business being closed.
The Complainant who was appealing contended that they did not
anticipate that the premises would be closed other than on public
holidays.
The Respondent contended that the Court had set out what is required
to establish the circumstances as exceptional were set out in Gaelscoil
Thulach An nÓg -v- Joyce Fitzsimons – Markey EET034 and that the
Complainant had not established exceptional circumstances.
The Court pointed out that the email from An Post did not specify the
dates of the attempted deliveries. The Court pointed out that no
documentary evidence was provided to the Court to substantiate the
claim in respect of particular dates. The representatives had sought
further adjournment to ascertain was the building closed on these dates
but this was refused by the Court on the basis that the Complainant
was legally represented. The Court accepted that there were no
exceptional circumstances.
This is a difficult situation for anybody representing an employer or an
employee where an appeal is being lodged. There is no presumption in
the Legislation that a matter posted will be deemed to have been
delivered to the Labour Court or to the Workplace Relations
Commission on the date that would be the normal period of time for a
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letter to be delivered. This is a defect in the Legislation and one which
we have written to the Minister about.
The Issue of Vaccinated and Non-vaccinated Employees coming
back to the workplace will invariably lead to litigation unless
politicians start acting and giving clear and definitive advice and
Legislation to cover matters.
In relation to matters the unfortunate situation is now effectively every
employee has a potential claim under some Act, because of the
vaccination issue against every employer. That cannot be morally right
but it is legally.
Human rights lawyers are saying an employer cannot stop nonvaccinated employees returning to the workplace.
Health and Safety lawyers are saying that reduced workspace between
employees can only happen where employees are vaccinated.
Data Protection lawyers are saying you cannot identify an employee’s
medical information.
The HSA is saying an employer must keep non-vaccinated employees 2
metres apart.
The Government Guide on returning to the workplace says non
vaccinated employees who cannot safely return on a risk assessment
by an employer should be redeployed. The Government proposals are
of course silent if redeployment is not an option. However, the
Government plan clearly envisages asking and getting vaccination
information from employees. The Data Protection lawyers will say an
employer cannot insist on getting that information. The Human Rights
will say that requesting that information and looking at the issue of
redeployment could effectively be denying a return to workplace for
non-vaccinated employees.
The segregation of employees creates huge Data Protection issues. The
reason for this is that if the employees are segregated then in those
situations the employer has identified to the vaccinated employees who
is not vaccinated and to the non-vaccinated employees who are
vaccinated. Effectivity the employer in those circumstances has
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disclosed medical information in respect of all the employees and all the
employees potentially have a claim against the employer for disclosing
their medical history.
The Data Protection Commission it appears will be against retaining
vaccination information or identification of vaccinated or nonvaccinated employees. However, for health and safety purposes if the
HSA comes into a premises an employer will have to be able to show
why employees are or are not segregated or why and why not there is
no 2 meter distancing.
The politicians, and in this we are referring to all politicians rather than
any political party or the Government or failing to give clear guidance
and are creating a situation where 100% of employees in every
workplace could potentially have a claim for;






Their identification as to whether they are vaccinated or not.
Unfair Dismissal for not being allowed return to work.
Health and Safety and Welfare at Work Act claims for having to
work close to a non-vaccinated person. Equally Constructive
Dismissal on the same grounds can arise, subject of course to
appropriate grievances being put in.
Personal Injury claims by vaccinated and non-vaccinated
employees if they catch Covid in a non-fully vaccinated
workplace.

There are of course more claims but the above is probably enough to go
on.
The political class will collectively criticise lawyers but lawyers will
simply be bringing claims which are set out in the law. The politicians
are just not prepared to set out clear definitive Legislation on how
businesses return.
Whether you are pro or anti vaccination, everyone has a right to know
where they stand.
Currently every employee potentially has a claim under some Act
against every employer on the issue of vaccination.
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If that situation is allowed to continue then every business potentially
faces a litigation tsunami of claims.
This is not an issue of blaming lawyers. The blame here has to be
squarely in the shoulders of politicians. Politicians like to be liked by
everyone. Therefore, the issue of making tough decision is one that they
just do not like making.
There is some argument coming forward that non-vaccinated
employees, returning to the workplace, where they choose not to be
vaccinated once vaccination has been offered to everybody, effectively
take the risk upon themselves if they become ill. That of course is
contrary to the provisions of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work
Act, 2005. While there are obligations on employees there are equally
obligations on employers. Employers if they do not know whether an
employee is vaccinated or not vaccinated will then have to apply the
HAS guidelines on distance between that employee and other
employees.
The whole system is squaring up for a complete and utter disaster. It
will be a disaster for businesses. It will be a disaster for employees also.
The total lack of clarity in relation to the law is effectively going to mean
that there is going to be significant litigation. That litigation will
potentially put businesses out of business. It will result in job losses.
The issue is extremely serious. The Government is proposing returning
to the workplace in August. They really have to get their finger out now
and get clear legislation in place in relation to what can and cannot be
done once all employees have been offered vaccination. The sad reality
is that that will not happen and the tsunami of litigation will be a direct
result of the failure of the Government to act.
We understand where the Government and politicians are coming from.
There was this hope that effectively vaccination was going to be the
golden bullet. The hope was, and to a certain extent expectation at the
start, that everybody would agree to get vaccinated. The reality is that
that is not the position. There is significant opposition among some. We
are of course not saying that there has to be compulsory vaccination.
However, the Health Act 1947, as amended in 2020, does actually
enable the Minister for Health to require compulsory vaccination.
However, there has never been compulsory vaccination in this country
and never will be. What does need to be done is that there are clear
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guidelines for businesses as to how they open, what questions they can
ask of employees, what they can do if employees refuse to be vaccinated
or refuse to answer, how those records are to be maintained, what those
records can be used for, how the issue of vaccination can be
communicated to other employees in the workplace.
The real issue here that arises is not so much cases of Constructive
Dismissal or Unfair Dismissal or possibly even Equality claims but
really the issue of Data Protection issues under GDPR. Those cases are
claims that are brought to the Circuit Court. Of course, there can be
complaints to the Data Protection Commission but in reality the claims
will go to the Circuit Court. Circuit Court actions are expensive for
employers particularly in the SME’s Sector and particularly so if they
are met by a number of claims by employees.
The Data Protection Commissioner is opposing information on
vaccination being furnished with one ground, in their June 2021,
release being that there is no evidence vaccination is effective against
Covid.
Occupational Needle Stick Injuries
The EU has adopted new regulations being the law in Ireland which
follows EU law provides that there is an obligation on healthcare
employers which would include both the HSE and doctors to prevent
needle stick injuries and blood born infections to healthcare workers
from sharp objects such as hypodermic needles, suture needles,
scalpels and other blades. It applied to all needles which are required
for the exercise of specific healthcare activities which can cut or rupture
the skin or otherwise cause injury or infection.
These matters are covered under the EU regulations.
There are specific duties on employers under the regulations to include:




Employers must select appropriate controls to reduce identified
risks
Assess the risk of injury from needles
Prevent the recapping of needles
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Ensure that suitable PPE are provided to employees at risk of
injury or infection
To make sure that there is safe disposal of used needles
Employers must provide information and training to staff to
reduce the risk of injury
Employer’s must have appropriate procedures in place to report
accidents and to follow up to ensure proper care is provided for
an injured employee

These injuries occur for a number of reasons including the type of
devices used, the procedures which are undertaken and particularly
issues relating to lack of training and the safe use and disposals of
needles and sharps.
The HSE has published guidelines on Sharps Injuries in which it sets
out that all healthcare facilities must have a policy on the management
of needle stick and other sharps related injuries and blood and body
fluid exposure.
The guidelines set out that sharps can include:









Needles
Scalpels
Sharp tip of IV
Contaminated slides
Stitch cutters
Guidewires
Razors
Blood stains/contaminated glass

Thankfully the number of injuries which occur are relatively small but
the effect on an individual can be significant as they can cause serious
infections such as Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C Virus, and, HIV.
It is important that employer’s particularly medical practitioners who
are not in the HSE and are in private practice have the appropriate
policies and procedures in place and have carried out the appropriate
risk assessment.
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For those wishing to read up on this issue the European Union
(Prevention of Sharps Injuries in the Healthcare Sector) Regulations
2014 are the relevant regulations which medical employers need to
understand and comply with.
For those employees who are injured as a result of a sharps injury it
can be an extremely upsetting and worrying time.
This is part and parcel of the basic health and safety which employers
need to have in place to protect the safety of their medical staff.
Psychiatric Factors – Covid 19 Anxiety Syndrome and Personal
Injury Claims
A view is being expressed that the psychological impact of Covid 19 and
the lockdowns could trigger psychological harm in personal injury
claimants particularly those dealing with physical or mental
consequences of an accident.
The issue of Covid-19 anxiety syndrome is one that research is being
undertaken on at the present. Research was undertaken from pervious
outbreaks such as SARS and Ebola and they identified a risk of posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms. When it comes to Covid-19 the
issue of PTSD symptoms could well arise in certain groups being:





Those admitted to hospital with Covid-19 and particularly those
admitted to ICU
Family members of those who died of Covid-19
Healthcare workers who cared for Covid-19 patients who were
seriously ill or died
Emergency workers

Some recent studies have identified, such as those from South Bank
and Kingston Universities that anxiety and depression particularly in
younger groups and those most at risk of catching Covid-19 such as
those with diabetes, asthma and other chronic conditions is a
significant issue. The research would appear to indicate that an ongoing
fear of contracting the virus persists regardless of whether the person
has been vaccinated or not. One piece of research estimates that this
could affect up to 22% of the population.
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Covid-19 anxiety syndrome is not a condition currently recognised.
However, one of the main risk factors for mental health problems is a
pre-existing history of mental illness. The pandemic has created a
significant number of people with heightened anxiety, PTSD or in some
cases depression. This creates a larger number of psychologically
vulnerable people in the general population.
One of the difficulties will be that as we return to a new normal accident
will occur. In those cases, claimants in the future may potentially be
more vulnerable to adverse psychological consequences as a result of
the impact of the pandemic on their long-term mental health.
One of the effects of the pandemic has been the significant delay
between initial assessment and treatment.
As we move towards businesses and life returning to what could be
termed the new normal it is apparent that Covid-19 will have a lasting
impact on the mental health of a significant section of the population.
This will lead to greater psychological vulnerability following an
accident. There will be longer recovery periods and greater disruption
to daily living.
It would be hoped that insurers who are aware of psychologically
injured claimants who may be awaiting treatment which is delayed will
look at a identifying those claimants who have suffered psychological
harm and considering rehabilitation funding for private therapies to
reduce the psychological injury element and therefore reduce the
ongoing difficulties which those individuals will have.
The history in Ireland has been unfortunately that insurers do not do
this and therefore it is probable that psychiatric and psychological
injury claims associated with accidents are likely to rise.
*Before acting or refraining from acting on anything in this
Newsletter, legal advice should be sought from a solicitor.
**In contentious cases, a solicitor may not charge fees or expenses
as a portion or percentage of any award of settlement.
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